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Abstract
The many conveniences of digital technology have resulted in a drastic shift in
people’s financial attitudes and behaviors. More and more people have moved to
digital payments, but existing traditional and modern financial services still offer
limited solutions that are also plagued with a host of modern problems. To address
these, Eyeska introduced an integrated suite of solutions anchored on decentralized
blockchain technology to keep transactions secure, instantaneous, and inexpensive.
Eyeska is further differentiated from other platforms by Eyeska “O” Block
(EoB), its own blockchain technology that is focused on processing speed and
scalability. EoB is capable of processing over 1 million TPS—a processing
speed that eclipses those of popular cryptocurrencies and even mainstream
payment networks such as VISA. To address scalability without sacrificing
security, EoB will use the most philosophically-sound technical solution
available. As a community-driven project, Eyeska is defined by its strong,
collaborative relationship with its vibrant and growing community. It encourages
all Eyeskans to actively participate in discussions that can, directly or indirectly,
determine the future of the ecosystem. Eyeska aims to ensure that wealth is of
the community, by the community, and for the community for generations and
generations because it firmly believes that everyone should have the opportunity
to participate in the process of creating wealth as well as to share in its progress.
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A. Executive Summary
A.1. INTRODUCTION.
Digital technology has revolutionized the way people conduct their financial activities, pushing
many world economies that were traditionally dominated by the use of cash to become less cashdependent. Factors that range from increased smartphone adoption and mobile data packages to
the downtrend in mobile data cost and more favorable regulatory environments have pushed many
people to move away from using cash to sell products, buy goods and services, and save. In the
United Kingdom alone, the use of cash has fallen from 62% to 40% in all payments by volume in
2016 and this is projected to fall to as low as 21% by 2026.1
Cash-based transactions are unsafe, inconvenient, expensive, and lack transparency mechanisms
for governments, companies, and citizens. Thus, with digital payments becoming available online
and on mobile phones, many people moved to digital payment systems due to the multitude of
benefits they offered. Aside from providing lower transaction costs, greater transparency, and
increased security, digital payments help keep a record of transactions, reduce opportunities for
anonymity in the use of cash for illegal activities, and allow for flexibility and security through
mobile and online payment channels.2 Convenience, the rise of e-commerce, and mobile technology
have further driven people away from cash and have contributed to the wider adoption of digital
payment systems.
With the drastic shift in how people manage their finances, governments are challenged to adapt.
To this end, governments must provide support for digital payments while ensuring the continued
availability of cash payments for those who need them so that all sectors, regions, and demographics
benefit and are not overlooked.
The surge in digital content and e-commerce, coupled by the dearth of integrative and inclusive
solutions in the growing market, presents a huge opportunity for investment in alternative payments
solutions, particularly in digital payments. This year, digital payments are projected to reach US$
6.7 trillion in total transaction value, and this figure is expected to have a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 12.01%, a projected total value of US$ 10.5 trillion by 2025.3
However, the constant and often unprecedented shifts in the market have given rise to new major
issues which, in turn, have led to modern problems.

A.2. MARKET OVERVIEW.
A.2.1. The Problem
Disruptive technologies, particularly those that enable e-commerce and digital payments, have had
the biggest impact on how consumers and merchants do business and make payments (either to
each other directly or via payment gateways/financial institutions). People want to shop, buy, and
send/transfer money in the ‘now-not-later’ mindset and this paradigm shift4 is what compels both
technology and service providers to constantly look for ways to address the challenges accompanying
this new mindset.

¹ HM Treasury, “Cash and digital payments in the new economy: call for evidence.”
2 Nikunj Gundaniya, “7 Benefits of Electronic Payments.”
³ Statista, “Digital Payments – Worldwide”
⁴ Uzaira Memon, “Paradigm Shift for the Banking Industry: Embrace Digital or Fall Away”
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However, as evidenced by today’s reality, the paradigm shift is not supported by existing technological
solutions. Essentially, there is huge discrepancy between what consumers and merchants expect, what
digital payment systems can provide, and how technology providers are offering solutions.
1. There is a huge demand for digital payment systems, but options are severely limited.
Digital payments for 2021 are expected to hit US$ 6.7 trillion in total transaction value and are
projected to have a CAGR of 12.01%, when the market is expected to generate a total value of US$
10.5 trillion by 2025.5 This projection indicates a huge opportunity for existing payment gateways to
expand their services.
Similarly, the figures bode significant opportunities for new technology providers such as Eyeska to
come in and offer innovative and comprehensive solutions that are better suited to address consumers’ and merchants’ ever-changing demands and needs.
2. People from informal economies6 are financially excluded from existing traditional and modern
financial services.
Participation in lucrative digital payment systems require consumers and merchants to get a debit/
credit facility from a bank or a register in an online payment system. Going through either processes
therefore means that the consumer and merchant agrees to be subjected to the policies of these
financial institutions.
However, these same institutional policies are the main reasons why working age adults under the
informal economy—numbering to around 2.5 billion in 20107,8—are unbanked and disconnected
from existing traditional and modern financial services. The people from this economic group tend
to think and act simple, prefer peer-to-peer ie direct transactions and are reluctant to delve into the
complexity of doing things differently, amongst other reasons.9
Eyeska understands the perspective of these unbanked populations10 , and has therefore designed
its digital value exchange platform with this in mind so that it is more intuitive and functional at
their level.
3. There are ever-changing and constant attacks on financial institutions which result to huge
financial losses.
According to a Nilson report, financial institutions ie banks and payment gateways interest
attackers and hackers ceaselessly. As a result, attackers and hackers have been able to steal billions
of dollars via fraudulent credit card transactions: US$ 32.04 billion in 2021 and is estimated to
increase up to US$ 38.50 billion in 2027¹¹. What made this possible?
Both security experts and attackers know that the system’s vulnerable points—plastic cards, single
sources of data, databases, etc—will always exist. As such, security experts continually improve on
security measures to uncover breaches. Nevertheless., attackers and hackers are getting smarter and
are always finding ways to circumvent and break security barriers again and again.

⁵ HM Treasury, “Cash and Digital Payments”
⁶ CGAP, “Frequently Asked Questions About Financial Inclusion”
⁷ Alberto Chaia, Tony Goland, and Robert Schiff, “Counting the world’s unbanked”
⁸ Camilla Hodgson, “The world’s 2 billion unbanked, in 6 charts”
⁹ Dawn Jamison, “Top 7 Reasons Why People Are Unbanked or Underbanked”
¹⁰ Hennie Bester, Jeremy Gray, and David Saunders, “Banks need a paradigm shift to make headway in developing countries”
¹¹ Nilson Report, “Card Fraud Worldwide 2020”
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This security breach-patch-break cycle will never cease. This is because the core technology
platform i.e. the structure which the system is built upon does not have the innate capability to
protect itself.
Blockchain is the answer to this security dilemma because it is structurally built for security and
can innately protect itself from cyberattacks in comparison to other systems12,13,14,15,16
This is the main reason why the Eyeska platform is built on blockchain technology.
4. Blockchain Trilemma: Blockchain’s processing speed and scalability problems.
The main downside that prevents blockchain’s widespread adoption as a real-time digital payment
technology is its very slow processing speed (15 TPS against 24,000 TPS for VISA). Blockchain
is designed with security and decentralization in mind, but the addition of scalability to increase
processing speed is a problem (referred to as the Blockchain Trilemma17).
Addressing the blockchain scalability problem is technically viable, but philosophically debatable.
Despite the numerous proposed scalability solutions in existence18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25 that can surpass
VISA’s processing speed, there is still no highly nominated solution that could be considered as the
standard for all.
Eyeska’s mindset to address processing speed and scalability will be user-centric; that is, it will
address important value propositions favoring customers, merchants, and other stakeholders
without much deviation to the philosophical concept of blockchain.
Eyeska values user experience and prioritizes it above all else.
5. Blockchain/cryptocurrency is not recognized as an alternative financial platform.
Negative reports involving certain cryptocurrency platforms have fueled fears about the safety
of financial transactions using digital coins. Hence, there is a lack of enabling mechanisms for
cryptocurrency platforms to thrive as some governments do not recognize them as an alternative
financial service.
However, this state of affairs, especially in emerging markets that compose of up to 80% of the
global population26, presents a huge opportunity for the public and private sectors to make smart
investments in alternative payment solutions. Granting access to cryptocurrency platforms that offer
financial services to consumers who have always used cash in their daily transactions will tap an
unserved market, especially in emerging markets which are the largest and fastest growing regions
in the world.
Eyeska aims to allay concerns on the security, transparency, intuitiveness, and cost-effectiveness of
cryptocurrency platforms through its own offering, the Eyeska platform.

¹² Shawn Dexter, “Blockchain Trilemma – The Village’s Impossible Trinity”
¹³ Kyle Samani, “Models for Scaling Trustless Computation”
¹⁴ Iyke Aru, “Opinion: Blockchain’s Scalability Problems Can Be Resolved by the Implementation of DAGs”
¹⁵ Prajakta Patil, “4 Blockchain Scalability Solutions: A Businessperson’s Guide”
¹⁶ Toju Ometoruwa, “Solving the Blockchain Trilemma: Decentralization, Security, & Scalability”
¹⁷ Shawn Dexter, “Blockchain Trilemma – The Village’s Impossible Trinity”
¹⁸ Kyle Samani, “Models for Scaling Trustless Computation”
¹⁹ Iyke Aru, “Opinion: Blockchain’s Scalability Problems Can Be Resolved by the Implementation of DAGs”
²⁰ Prajakta Patil, “4 Blockchain Scalability Solutions: A Businessperson’s Guide”
²¹ Toju Ometoruwa, “Solving the Blockchain Trilemma: Decentralization, Security, & Scalability”
²² Nick Tomaino, “On the Scalability of Blockchains”
²³ BitRewards, “Blockchain Scalability: The Issues and Proposed Solutions”
²⁴ Andrew Barisser, “Wrestling with Blockchain Scalability”
²⁵ Biraaj T, “Scalability Solutions for Blockchain Companies”
²⁶ David Muller, “Emerging Markets – Powerhouse of global growth”, p. 1-4
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6. Digital payment systems are marred by unfavorable user experiences.
Eyeska understands that despite the many advantages of digital payment systems, what stagnates
the growth of their user base are the numerous unfavorable experiences reported by disappointed
users27. These experiences, in turn, drive them to opt out of the system and also dissuade new users
from using digital payments.
6.a. Merchants’ perspective
Days of waiting for payment. Merchants—startups and businesses in the informal sector—do not
want their payment stalled or held for long: They prefer to receive digital payments in real time, no
different to how payments for goods and services are handed to them in cash.
Expensive processing fees. Merchants are willing to pay a payment handling fee as long as this is
reasonable. They also want a fee that is predictable, low-cost, transparent, and sustainable so that
they can keep their business afloat.
6.b. Consumers’ perspective
Trade complexity. Consumers with the capacity to pay and who are digitally connected are not
all tech-savvy. These consumers are willing to use digital payments but are often confused by the
systems’ complexity.
Too many e-wallets. Consumers are increasingly becoming wary of having too many digital
wallets, which they view as similar to having too many plastic cards. They thus need a solution that
can access all of their existing digital assets.
6.c. Other concerns
Participation in decision making. Consumers and merchants want to be heard and to participate in
creating equitable and sustainable policies. Today’s communication, however, is only one-way and
the drive to effect policy changes is still controlled centrally by payment gateways.
Newer versions of digital payment systems are trying to address these concerns, but there are still
impending issues that hinder the majority from riding the wave.28,29,30,31
Eyeska will NOT create a silo of solutions32 to answer these users’ demands. Instead, Eyeska will
harness an ECOSYSTEM which offers simplicity, real-time experience, integrated assets, complete
facilities for stakeholders, and oneness with its community of users..

A.2.2. Opportunities
1. Growing Industry
Digital payments are on the rise, with reports indicating that payments made online, on a mobile
device, or via contactless cards i.e. credit and debit cards are likely to hit US$ 6.7 trillion in
transaction value in 2021. In 2025, digital payments are also projected to grow at a CAGR of
12.01%33. The figure comes as mobile phone penetration increases and the number of consumers in
emerging markets overtakes those in developed markets.

²⁷ Smart Insights, “The 5 biggest problems with Ecommerce payment gateways”
28
Sanket Dhanorkar, “What are people’s concerns and preferences in cashless payments? Find out”
29
Ray Adams, “Electronic payment systems’ biggest problem?
30
Digital Transactions, “11th Annual The 10 Most Pressing Issues in E-Payments”
31
Alex Rolfe, “The 10 biggest issues in e-payments”
32
Vangie Beal, “Information Silo”
33
HM Treasury, “Cash and Digital Payments”
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2. Financial Inclusion
According to the 2017 Global Findex Database, about 1.7 billion adults do not have existing
accounts, either with a financial institution or a mobile money provider34. Many of these adults
are from countries that are expected to post high growth rates in digital payments: China, India,
Indonesia, and Mexico. Yet as the shift to digital payments continue to unfold at a remarkable pace,
many in these emerging markets continue to use cash based on the belief that nothing beats cash in
terms of speed of exchange.
3. Ease of Use
Making digital payments involve several steps that can be intimidating for many people, and so the
challenge lies in making digital payments as easy and seamless as cash transactions. Addressing
this issue will thus inevitability lead to the wider adoption of digital payments in these promising
and growing markets.
4. Security
Blockchain technology, owing to its decentralized nature, can provide the tools that will further
improve on the security of transactions. Through numerous nodes across the network, transactions
are encrypted and validated multiple times, thereby ensuring that records added to an ever-growing
ledger are immutable and permanent.
5. Instant Payments
Increased usage of the Internet and mobile phones have radically changed people’s buying habits
and expectations. Having experienced the conveniences that modern technology offers, many
consumers, especially from the younger generation, look for instant gratification.

B. The Organization
Eyeska Technologies is a 100 percent community-driven software development organization. It
is engaged in creating decentralized applications based on blockchain technology and its primary
mandate is to create and implement the Eyeska “O” Block platform. Because of its community-based
nature, Eyeska has no owners, no board of directors, no managers, and no employees. Rather, the
project is sustained by the work of servants—people who volunteer their time, effort, and expertise in
order to innovate and advance the ecosystem.
Eyeska Foundation is incorporated to help accelerate the development of Eyeska “O” Block by
undertaking the sales of the Eyeska Token (YES).

B.1. BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
Eyeska believes that the success of all business models is predicated on satisfactorily addressing
customer needs and concerns. To do this, Eyeska prioritizes the identification of these needs and
concerns that continue to evolve as a result of rapid technological changes especially in the financial
services industry.

34

CGAP, “Financial Inclusion”
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Eyeska came up with a digitally-driven strategy to address these ever-changing needs. To bring
transaction costs down and keep financial transactions secure, Eyeska uses the power of blockchain
technology for its EoB ecosystem. This core solution enables users from all over the world to
exchange values agnostic35 of purpose, value/currency, affiliation, technology, and location directly,
thereby significantly cutting down processing time and eliminating unnecessary charges.
Differentiating itself from other blockchain-based platforms, Eyeska uses a mix of the most
scalable mechanisms in transaction processing to operate faster than other platforms through its
Eyeska “O” Block technology. Processing more than 1 million transactions per second, Eyeska
is able to keep transaction fees down to a bare minimum without compromising the integrity of
records stored in the system.
Yet Eyeska acknowledges that there will always be room for improvement. To this end, Eyeska—
through its strong, collaborative relationship with its vibrant and growing community—enlists
the help and encourages all Eyeskans to actively participate in discussions to find ways to finetune its processes and secure a more favorable environment for the cryptocurrency industry.
All these efforts are geared towards bringing financial services to the average person’s
doorstep. Eyeska aims to ensure that wealth is of the community, by the community, and for
the community for generations and generations. This is because Eyeska firmly believes that
everyone should have the opportunity to participate in the process of creating wealth as well
as to share in its progress. With its integrated suite of solutions and with the backing of experts
from the cryptocurrency, finance, and technology industries, Eyeska is confident it can and will
deliver on this commitment.

B. The Solution
The Eyeska “O” Block ecosystem is an integrated suite of solutions anchored on decentralized
blockchain technology to keep transactions secure, instantaneous, and inexpensive. This ecosystem36
is composed of the EyeskaNoPass, the Eyeska Token (YES), Eyeska Cardless ATM, Eyeska M
Connect, Eyeska EDEX, Eyeska Dex Loan, and the Eyeska Community.

C.1. EYESKA “O” BLOCK (EOB)
The Eyeska “O” Block (EoB) is an open source and decentralized platform that is designed to solve
scalability problems. The platform is capable of processing more than 1 million transactions per
second (TPS)—a transaction speed that can eclipse those of popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
and Ethereum and even mainstream payment networks such as VISA.
C.1.1. EoB as a Competitive Payment Gateway Solution
1. EoB must have (i) a decentralized, consensus-driven verification and approval process similar to
existing cryptocurrency platforms, (ii) a mechanism that allows for user biometrics identification
(via iris scan validation) on mobile phones and ATM machines, and (iii) characteristics that it has to
inherit from real-time payment gateways so that it is able to compete with VISA and other existing
card-based payment systems.

35
36

WhatIs, “agnostic”
Luna Campos, “Building a Technology Ecosystem: What You Need to Know”
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2. Decentralization, which means freedom from a single authority, is a key concept that
has catapulted cryptocurrencies running on blockchain technology into instant popularity.
However, decentralization is not without issues. Without the necessary controls and limits
of governance, freedom can lead to chaos and can give rise to the evolution of a different
kind of centralization.
The 2018 figures in the case of Bitcoin—the first cryptocurrency which implemented a
fully uncensored decentralize network of users and approvers/miners—indicate that more
than 55% of all crypto miners are in China 37, more than 80% of mining pools are also in
China 38, and a huge chunk of incentivized coins (ie rewards) are granted to Chinese miners
and Chinese-owned pools. Additionally, competition skews in favor of bigger miners with
top-of-the-line sophisticated machines (ASICs cryptominer39), rendering small miners with
inefficient tools (desktops/laptops) unable to compete with them.
The geo-centralization of miners and the disenablement of small miners are unforeseen
circumstances which could have been prevented had the relationships between consensus
algorithms, mining machines, and network configurations were taken into consideration
during the design of the system. As a result of these observations, EoB is architected based
on a solid understanding of the dependencies/relationships between hardware, software,
networks, and users in a decentralized ecosystem based on a blockchain solution.
3. Scalability was another unforeseen scenario in Bitcoin’s case. Bitcoin is not a viable
real-time online payment system because it cannot increase its transaction speed from 4.6
to 1700 TPS40. Bitcoin’s transaction speed is highly knitted in its hardware, network, and
business process: in order to optimize TPS, all entangled components must be optimized
as well.
To address this shortcoming, the EoB framework will adhere to the principle of
Separation of Concerns (SoC), a proven methodology that makes optimization easier in
all software architectural levels. SoC is one of the many principles that EoB will embrace
in order to achieve a design philosophy befitting the EoB ecosystem.
C.1.2. Design Philosophy
Design philosophy sits in the heart and soul of all solutions, whether they be virtual or real-world
ones. EoB’s adherence to its design philosophy guarantees a healthy ecosystem for its users, miners,
communities, supporters, and benefactors that will remain fair and balanced to all.

Gareth Jenkinson, “Revenues Down, Hashrates Up: 2018 Mining Outlook by the Numbers”
Jordan Tuwiner, “Bitcoin Mining Pools”
39
Jordan Tuwiner, “Bitcoin Mining Hardware ASICs”
40
Kenny L., “The Blockchain Scalability Problem & the Race for Visa-Like Transaction Speed”
37
38
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The following are the most important aspects of the philosophical approach that was used in the
design of the EoB ecosystem:
• Users are both anonymous and pseudonymous. To ensure that wallet transactions and
incentivized tokens are given to the rightful owners without exposing their real identity to the
public, users and miners will be given pseudoidentities within the EoB ecosystem. Pseudonymity is
an anonymity practice that allows people to “enact specific, and arguably valuable, identity practices
online”41 and it is observed in all public cryptocurrency implementations, and it is this widely-held
technical misconception about cryptocurrencies that EoB wishes to address upfront42.
EoB’s iris scan technology guarantees that user’s iris data is immediately pseudo-converted after the
scanning process—with the real iris data discarded once the conversion is complete. The process
thus ensures that the pseudo-converted iris data is meaningless outside of the EoB ecosystem.
• Miners are free to join the ecosystem, but will not be purely-pseudonymous. Miners will be
afforded a certain level of anonymity while being anchored to the system’s governance mechanism.
These anchor points will guarantee equal opportunity to miners’ access to rewards ie incentivized
tokens while also triggering the system to implement governing actions eg (heavily) penalizing
miners for repeated dishonesty. These anchor points are key to making the EoB ecosystem
sustainable.
• Blockchain will be implemented in a semi-purist perspective. Some blockchain purists evangelize
that a blockchain without the Proof of Work (PoW) consensus algorithm is not a blockchain. On the
contrary, other successful cryptocurrency companies are using a different consensus algorithm in
their blockchain implementations43. For instance, Ethereum switched from PoW to Proof of Stake
(PoS)44 because they have rewritten their design to include transaction speed as a value proposition.
EoB has elected not to delve into the said unending perspective debate and will confidently
implement the concept of byzantine fault tolerance (BFT)45 and its variance as its core consensus
algorithm.
• The entire EoB ecosystem will utilize multiple consensus algorithms. It is not uncommon
for blockchains to have multiple consensus algorithms to effectively address different concerns.
Ethereum, for example, uses PoS for internal blockchain and Proof of Authority (PoA)46 for
integration with external blockchains. Zilliqa47, on the other hand, uses PoW against Sybil attacks
and BFT for transaction blocks.
EoB will thread five consensus algorithms, collectively known as Proof of Trust (PoT)48. These
algorithms are directed to address the specific concerns of the Eyeska “O” Block. Moreover, these
algorithms are in-house developed protocols that are designed to adhere to the principle of SoC,
as discussed in the previous section.
• EoB will be built for speed and scalability. The EoB framework will have pluggable consensus
algorithms and a built-in distributed database that will support the blockchain’s scalability. The
framework will also have concurrency controls and blockchain channeling capabilities which can
split (shard) big blockchains into multiple blockchains.
The objective of the EoB framework is to consistently deliver over 1 million TPS, to scale hardware
horizontally, and to direct network infrastructure to resolve congestion before it happens.
Emily van der Nagel & Jordan Frith, “Anonymity, pseudonymity, and the agency of online identity”
MIT Technology Review, “Bitcoin Transactions Aren’t as Anonymous as Everyone Hoped”
43
Paul Frazee, “Secure ledgers don’t require proof-of-work”
44
Alyssa Hertig, “Ehereum’s Big Switch: The New Roadmap to Proof-of-Stake”
45
Georgios Konstantopoulos, “Understanding Blockchain Fundamentals, Part 1: Byzantine Fault Tolerance”
46
Igor Barinov, “Welcome to POA”
47
Zilliqa, “Frequently Asked Questions”
48
Details to be discussed in this white paper
41
42
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• EoB will have multiple blockchains in itself. Increasing the number of miners within a
blockchain does not necessarily equate to a linear scaling in performance. When the magic number
of miners are met, the addition of miners will result to an exponential degradation in speed. This
is why Bitcoin transactions take hours or even days to complete posting/approval: The challenge
lies in propagating the block to 150,000++ nodes and having all these nodes “copy” the verified
transactions (note that network availability plays a huge role in this problem).
The number of Bitcoin wallet holders in 2017 was about 11.8 million. These wallet holders all
contested in the 1 MB blocksize limit set49 by Bitcoin’s “core” design. As a direct result, users are
limited to only 10 Bitcoin transactions per year.50
EoB acknowledges this problem and in order to address it, the ecosystem will have multiple
permissioned mining pools that interconnect with each other. The objective is to guarantee that
all users/wallets in a sub-chain will have a modest number of miners that will serve all of their
financial transactions at high speed consistently and for years. This concept is not new, as there are
blockchain network integration platforms that are already doing this—icon.foundation is one of
them (This is further discussed under the EoB’s Path to 1 Million TPS Solution section).
C.1.3. Proof of Trust: EoB’s Unique Consensus Algorithm

To address scalability concerns without sacrificing security, EoB will use Proof of
Trust (POT), a collection of five consensus algorithms that are designed to adhere to
the principle of SoC. PoT is more cost-effective and more energy-efficient than PoW,
which requires money for equipment and electricity51. It is also more desirable than PoS
in that it will not require owners to put up their coins as collateral to become a validator
in the network 52. In addition, PoT will not assign transactions based on the number of
coins they stake in the network, unlike PoS53.
Instead, EoB, through PoT will offer special machines to miners in exchange for the
services they will render to the platform. Essentially, anyone, with sufficient skills,
experience, and expertise, can become a miner for Eyeska.

C.1.4 Path to 1 Million TPS Solution: “Optimized” Sharding Topology by EoB
1. Is 1 million TPS attainable in a blockchain platform?
Consider how other companies have managed to achieve this feat:
• TIM Blockchain: Elastic DAG architecture (100 Million TPS). The company groups miners
based on their geographical location in order to resolve network latency problems.54
100 Million TPS = (+5,000 TPS per sub-blockchain) x (no of sub-blockchains)

Kenny L. “The Blockchain Scalability Problem & the Race for Visa-Like Transaction Speed”
Mattias Scherer, “Performance and Scalability of Blockchain Networks and Smart Contracts”, p. 19
51
Hertig, “Ehereum’s Big Switch”
52
Ozora Ogino, “Proof-of-Stake”
53
Zilliqa, “Frequently Asked Questions”
54
Coins & Keys, “TIM Blockchain [Profile] – Token Information”
49
50
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• Ternio’s Lexicon Blockchain: BFT Consensus on Hyperledger Fabric (1.2 Million TPS).
The company utilizes Fabric as its core transactions blockchain and Stellar as its payment
blockchain.55
The answer, thus, is an unequivocal YES. EoB can achieve its targeted 1 million TPS using
a segmentation algorithm that groups both miners and users/wallets into a mining group/
cluster. The EoB framework guarantees platform-level scalability for both nodes and network
infrastructures.

Below is the network topology envisioned by EoB:

Below is the network topology envisioned by EoB:

55

Ternio, “TERN, the asset you’ve been looking for.”
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2. Basic Miner Segmentation Algorithm
Segmentation is key to all scaling solutions. Off-chain, side-chain, and sharding have their
own ways of implementing segmentation or breaking blocks and transactions.
The basic approach to miner segmentation involves grouping the miners who are close to
each other, computing the magic number of miners, and then hardwiring the algorithm and
linking it to incoming blocks.

This segmentation technique is well-proven in both local area network (LAN) and wide area
network (WAN) topologies.
HOWEVER, unlike corporate/office setups where computers and the network are managed by
an IT department, the blockchain mining machines are decentrally-managed.
How will the system be affected if an owner of 1,000 nodes chose to migrate from the US to
Asia?
3. Responsive Miner Segmentation Algorithm?
It is becoming evident that as time passes, an unforeseen scenario or possibility is going to ruin even
the most well-designed systems.
Hypothetically, the problem regarding miners moving out of a mining group and joining other
groups will have many probable solutions which could be brought up by:
• A specialist from the system development team suggesting to go with a responsive instead of a
fixed algorithm to address the movement of miners from one location to another
• An engineer suggesting to dynamically create the mining group based on the location of the
user/wallet. This is similar to how a mobile phone is serviced by the nearest cell site tower when the
user is consistently moving across cities ie roaming service when in other countries
• A project manager suggesting to have the problem resolved by the business process
because he/she can no longer wait for the beta release of the application. This essentially
prevents the relocation of mining nodes once they are already registered to a mining group.
This option usually works perfectly for the time being. However, it could backfire when
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another company addresses the problem and tags the fix as a feature in their system.
There are many other options, but they need not be exhaustively listed here.
Note also that the tone of the writeup has switched from technical to philosophical.
When Bitcoin encountered the scalability issue, there were a lot of philosophical debates
that came up but few technical resolutions were offered. Moreover, these technical
resolutions continued to be plagued and challenged by many philosophical questions.
With this in mind, EoB shall implement the most philosophically-sound technical
solution.

Eyeska “O” Block’s Path to 1 Million TPS Solution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select the best framework where EoB will be built on
Decide on the consensus algorithm/s that will work on the EoB ecosystem
Design the best network typology for miners
Design the best miner segmentation algorithm
Implement/develop EoB based on the above-mentioned considerations
Simulate/Test the EoB ecosystem in the real work (not lab tests or tests in a controlled environment)
Uncover blind spots, unforeseen scenarios, and miscalculations before they create problems
Identify the root cause of the problem

• Apply the most philosophically-sound technical solution

C.1.5. EoB DevCube: Where Blockchain Developers Incubate Blockchain Applications
1. EoB DevCube is a platform provided within the EoB ecosystem that allows the Eyeska
community to experience the full capacity of EoB.
EoB DevCube is a complete blockchain development suite that allows developers to create
decentralized applications (dApps) and smart contracts, and to deploy them to the platform’s
test environment. Essentially, the platform will provide tools, APIs (to access pre-built smart
contracts), libraries, and test environment so that developers can do end-to-end blockchain
solutions. It will also issue permissions to qualified developers who are interested in creating
their own smart contracts, using private blockchains, and accessing private APIs.
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EoB DevCube envisions an ecosystem for blockchain developers— regardless of affiliation—to join,
collaborate, co-develop, deploy, and experience the power of EoB’s blockchain technology. Through
the platform, the community is empowered to participate in creating, innovating, and advancing the
Eyeska platform.
2. Any developer can create dApps based on publicly available EoB DevCube APIs such as deposit,
withdraw and fund transfer (these are also common in other blockchains like Ethereum). After that,
developers can then deploy and test the dApps in the Dev Test Blockchain—giving the developer a complete
environment for prototyping blockchain solutions.
As EoB will also be used as a payment system, developers can also access public APIs for payment, refund,
etc. It will also have a currency API to perform conversion and the buy/sale of the YES token to other crypto
tokens/coins. There will be more on this list as the development progresses.
In cases where a developer has a transaction use case which cannot be executed because of lacking public
smart contracts (APIs), then he/she can request for authority to create custom smart contracts. Once the
request is granted, an Eyeska developer will be assigned to the authorized developer to co-develop the
smart contract and its corresponding API. Authorized developers can also be given access to private
APIs, with terms and conditions applied on a case-to-case basis.
To keep the ecosystem healthy, the custom smart contract developed by an authorized developer
will be reviewed by Eyeska. The review process can either result to the custom smart contract being
released to the public or kept private.
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It can be said that any blockchain use case can be created in the EoB DevCube, but there needs to
be some governance applied. This is where Eyeska Community comes in. The community will help
independent developers cultivate ideas, create disruptive solutions, and arrive at a consensus (through
a voting system) on whether it approves the pursuit of a given use case or not. Hence, Eyeska is giving
developers a fair playground where he/she can realize his/her blockchain solutions. In return, Eyeska
encourages developers to contribute their machine as one of the miners in the Dev Test Blockchain,
thereby making the Eyeska ecosystem sustainable.

Development Tools Inside EoB DevCube
3. EoB DevCube will provide ExeConStruct to help blockchain developers start their
smart contract programming and ExeCon Block where they can deploy and execute
their smart contracts. These tools will help developers realize their mobile or desktop
distributed applications in weeks rather than months.

ExeConStruct (Construct Executable Contract) is the only tool that dApps developers would
need in order to rapidly develop use cases and deploy a blockchain solution. ExeConStruct is an
extensive and open development toolset and framework for developing blockchain applications
easier.
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dApps developers can use ExeConStruct to quickly model business networks, their existing
assets, and the transactions encompassing them. ExeConStruct is used to define user
interactions with the EoB’s different modules, the business rules between modules of the
ecosystem, and the governance rules for users, modules, miners, network, and all other things
that will be identified to be points of contention when the contracts are executed.

ExeConBlock (Executable Contract Block) is a permissioned blockchain node that executes
smart contract code. ExeConBlock is built for a multi-chain universe with application-specific
optimization in mind. The core is based on Ethereum specification (Solidity55), with a
consensus engine (Byzantine fault-tolerant Tendermint protocol), a permissioned virtual
machine, and rpc gateways (REST and JSON-RPC) at its core.
With ExeConStruct and ExeConBlock, developers will have an easier and faster time
incubating, developing, deploying and running their blockchain solutions within the Eyeska
framework.

C.2. EYESKANOPASS
Underpinning the entire EoB ecosystem is the EyeskaNoPass which acts as its wallet—providing a
platform for cash withdrawals, fund transfers, and swapping of the YES into other cryptocurrencies.
Because the EyeskaNoPass is linked to Eyeska’s partner banks and financial institutions, the conversion
of the YES into fiat currency is easy, convenient, and hassle-free.
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C.2.1. Unparalleled Security via Iris Recognition Technology
EyeskaNoPass is different from other digital wallets in that it uses pseudo-iris data56 instead of a
hashed ID stored in a device (secured USB) or printed in paper to verify the user’s identity. The
user gazes into a scanner—either on a mobile phone, at the store counter, or on any other scanning
device—for verification. Once a match is found among the enrolled records, the user gains access.
The process frees users from the hassle of having to bring a card or recall a PIN or a password when
initiating financial transactions.
Iris recognition is known for its extremely high resistance to false matches, providing users with
maximum security as they carry out transactions. In addition, matching with enrolled records is
accomplished within seconds—the reason why many countries have adapted the technology for
automated passport-free border-crossings and even for their national ID programs.
The EyeskaNoPass is an extremely advanced and highly secured verification and authentication
security system. In the Eyeska ecosystem, it is what provides robust security for authentication and
authorization, and is designed to eliminate instances of fraud and identity theft.
C.2.2. Cross-Chain Technology Enables Convenient, Real-time Transactions
All blockchains are built on distributed ledger technology, and this shared technological foundation
gives the impression that blockchain technology is a cumulative ecosystem. In reality, blockchains
exist independent of each other and operate in isolation because they have been designed with
specific use cases in mind. As such, there is a wide range of blockchain solutions in terms of
strengths, limitations, and features57. For instance, the IOTA blockchain aims to enhance payments
on the Internet of Things, whereas VeChain features the same capabilities but with a specific focus
on strengthening supply chain management on the blockchain58.
Blockchains exist largely in silos and are thus unable to communicate with each other. Essentially,
silos prevent blockchains from benefiting from each other strengths or leveraging the features of
each other to compensate for their limitations. Consequently, blockchain technology’s siloed nature
fragment its potential and hinder its progress as an industry.59
Eyeska understands this concern and has thus engineered a cross-chain architecture for the
EyeskaNoPass. Cross-chain technology breaks the siloed nature of blockchains by improving
the interconnection and integration between two relatively independent blockchain network and
enabling them to trade off strengths and feature sets. As result, blockchains become more efficient
and less fragmented, allowing users the freedom to move across multiple blockchains and tap into
benefits offered by different consensus mechanisms60.

56

Pseudo data is the result of converting original data into a new hashed data and discarding the original data for good. This ensures
that in the event that the hashed data is hacked, it will be easy for users to create another hashed data and discard the old one—no
different from changing a password.
The mechanics of changing pseudo data will require an OpenID which enables users to use their Facebook, Google, or any other
social media account for validation. Here is how an OpenID and a Google account work: http://qpleple.com/how-to-make-peoplelogin-into-your-website-with-their-google-account/
During iris validation on an ATM and mobile phone, the validator will do a 1-pass confirm (if the original pseudo data is intact) or
a 2-pass confirm (if the pseudo data has been replaced) against the ‘hashed’ original iris data which is still in the volatile memory of
the device. The 2-pass confirm is done in the background and will not require iris re-scanning. The hashed original iris data is then be
purged after confirmation.
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Beyond ensuring the ecosystem’s interoperability, Eyeska guarantees that EyeskaNoPass’s crosschain technology will facilitate and enhance blockchain interoperability so that its users will be able
to conduct transactions with customers on other suitable blockchains. And because an intermediary
party is effectively eliminated, transactions can happen in real-time and at very low transaction
costs.

C.2.3. Iris Registration for Personal and Legal Entity Accounts
1. Iris Registration for Personal Accounts
A person’s iris registration is directly connected to his/her Eyeska personal account. This personal
account is therefore the default account for all of the person’s transactions; all other Eyeska
accounts that are linked to his/her iris registration, if any, will be considered as his/her secondary
accounts.

2. Iris Registration for Legal Entity Accounts
Legal entities such as associations, corporations, partnerships, proprietorships, trusts, or
individuals that have legal standing in the eyes of the law will have at least three (3) persons
i.e. iris data linked to one (1) legal identity account—in contrast to an individual entity
account which will have a 1–1 link.
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2.1. Changing Iris Registration for Legal Entity Accounts
If a legal entity wishes to change members in their Eyeska account, the replacement persons will
undergo the same identity validation process as before and the re-linking of persons will done
through either of the following methods:
a.

Paper-based (written agreement/contract), in cases where one or more of the original
account members are incapable of doing an iris scan validation (ex. in the event of death);
or,

b.

Technology-based, in cases where all original account members are available for iris scan
validation. Note that if the remaining account members are authorized to execute a relinking of account members via iris scan validation, then the paper-based process will no
longer be necessary.

2.2. Handling Business Process Flows for Legal Entity Accounts
Business process flows such as sequential or parallel approval of financial transactions e.g.
payments, fund transfers, etc are technologically handled by the Eyeska platform. This mechanism
is similar or comparable to a bank cheque which requires at least two signatures to be considered
valid.
3. Multi-account Ownerships and Transactions
Individuals, as a result of working for legal entities or affiliation and membership in
associations, may possibly have multiple Eyeska accounts. The relationship between iris data,
accounts, and business processes and transactions is illustrated as follows.
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C.3. EYESKA TOKEN (YES)
The Eyeska Token (YES), the standardized utility token within the Eyeska ecosystem, serves as the
medium of exchange among its members. Because of the YES’s interoperability, it can be used to pay
for products and services, withdraw, deposit, and transfer funds, or for exchange for other currencies on
several different platforms. The YES can also be traded with other tokens/cryptocurrencies.

C.4. EYESKA CARDLESS ATM
The Eyeska Cardless ATM is not your traditional automated teller machine (ATM) in that although it
functions like any standard ATM, it does not require cards or PINs for access. Instead, it is equipped with
the EyeskaNoPass.
In partnership with financial institutions, Eyeska Cardless ATMs will be set up at key locations around
the world. These ATMs will be multilingual and can be used for cash withdrawals (in local currencies),
online payments, fund transfers, bills payments, and trading of the YES into other cryptocurrencies. In
addition, customers can use the Eyeska Cardless ATMs to shop for goods and services because these
ATMs are directly connected to merchants that accept the YES as payment.

C.5. EYESKA M CONNECT
The Eyeska M Connect is a transaction tool that links customers and merchants—bringing the YES
to everyone’s doorstep. Through the Eyeska M Connect, merchants and business owners who agree to
accept the YES as payment will be given devices that are equipped with the EyeskaNoPass for free.
Because of ecosystem’s interoperability, Eyeska M Connect guarantees instant settlement, no
chargebacks, no transaction fees, and stable token values to ensure maximum profitability for merchants
and worry-free, convenient shopping for customers.

C.6. EYESKA EDEX
Eyeska EDEX is a decentralized multilingual cryptocurrency exchange platform through which people
can buy and sell digital tokens. As an added safeguard for its community, the EDEX has a liquidity lock
feature which stabilizes the trade value of the YES by protecting it from market fluctuations.
Access to the platform will require EyeskaNoPass, which will not affect the efficiency and ease of
trading. Users need not know any form of coding, as the system will do the job for them after a few
simple steps. Aside from the YES, other cryptocurrencies will also be listed on the exchange for trade.

C.7. EYESKA DEX LOAN
Eyeska DEX Loan is a defi platform for cryptoloans that will allow personal, small business, and
corporate loans for the community, with priority given to merchants that accept YES in exchange for
their goods and services. Because of its defi nature, Eyeska DEX Loan provides community members
with a fast, convenient, and secure alternative to traditional loan services and institutions for their
business and personal needs. Eyeska Community members will be able to borrow funds without
submitting private, personal information and without being subjected to credit checks.
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C.8. EYESKA COMMUNITY
The Eyeska Community empowers users who want to participate in improving the ecosystem and its environs
by giving them a platform to express their views and provide feedback. Essentially, users are the ecosystem’s
main decision makers, with Eyeska only acting on and implementing the decisions that have been approved by
the majority.
Participation in the platform is open to all members of the community, including token holders, merchants,
experts, etc. No one will be discriminated against by virtue of his/her race, creed, ideology, background, or
status. Key issues will be decided upon via a majority vote, and every member is entitled to one vote, regardless
of the number of tokens that he/she possesses. No different from a democracy, community members may also
choose to elect a representative who will take the lead in facilitating and ensuring that interactions within the
community remain smooth, inclusive, and productive.

D. Conclusion
Digital technology has revolutionized the way people conduct their financial activities, with more and
more people going cashless due to the numerous benefits offered by digital payment systems. Aside from
offering consumers and business owners lower transaction costs, greater transparency, and increased
security, digital payments help keep a record of transactions, reduce opportunities for anonymity in the
use of cash for illegal activities, and allow for flexibility and security through mobile and online payment
channels.61
However, the shift to digital payments is not without challenges. The conveniences brought about
by heightened interconnectivity have given rise to new major issues that, in turn, have created a
host of modern problems: security risks, inequality in financial inclusion, disadvantageous financial
policies, scalability issues, lack of recognition for cryptocurrency platforms, trade complexity, and high
transaction costs.
To provide a solution to these problems, Eyeska was created and introduced. Eyeska is a digital and
decentralized blockchain-based ecosystem that will allow businesses and individuals anywhere in
the world to send and receive payments, transfer funds, or exchange currencies safely, instantly, and
inexpensively. The ecosystem is composed of eight interdependent solutions: the Eyeska “O” Block, the
EyeskaNoPass, the YES, the Eyeska Cardless ATM, the Eyeska M Connect, the Eyeska EDEX, the
Eyeska DEX Loan, and the Eyeska Community.
Eyeska is differentiated from other platforms by its processing speed and focus on scalability. Eyeska is
capable of processing over 1 million TPS—a processing speed that not only eclipses those of popular
cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, but even mainstream payment networks such as
VISA. To address scalability without sacrificing security, EoB will implement the most philosophicallysound technical solution available.
Yet the defining feature of Eyeska is its strong, collaborative relationship with its vibrant and growing
community. To this end, Eyeska encourages all Eyeskans to actively participate in discussions to
cultivate ideas, create disruptive solutions, and arrive at a consensus for every decision that can, directly
or indirectly, determine the future of the ecosystem. With the community’s help and support, the
continued innovation and advancement of the platform are guaranteed.
Eyeska aims to ensure that wealth is of the community, by the community, and for the community for
generations and generations because it firmly believes that everyone should have the opportunity to
participate in the process of creating wealth as well as to share in its progress. As a community-driven
ecosystem, Eyeska’s end goal is to make blockchain accessible to everyone and to create solutions that
are fair, equitable, inclusive, empowering, and sustainable to all.
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